Your Trading Career Starts here
Ace Trading Academy is a professional training center which together with its Hedge Fund, prepares and hires University graduates to trade and invest in Stocks and Options listed on global stock exchanges.

@ Ace, Senior Traders guide you in your journey to becoming a Professional Trader and earning serious profits.

Graduates immediately join our Hedge Fund, after successfully passing the 1-month Training Program.

AceTradingAcademy - the premier destination for trader talent in Turkey.
Why you SHOULD Train & Trade With Us

With Us, You Will:

1. Learn Like No Other Place
   @Ace, you will gain the knowledge to generate profits for the rest of your career.

2. Earn Like No Other Place
   As a Trader at Ace, you can earn more than $100-$200,000, or even $500,000 per year.

3. Trade & Invest
   Trading and investing are your ultimate responsibility. You won’t have to assist someone else or do grunt work.

4. Trade with Our Money
   You have access to our own capital and don’t have to manage others’ money.

5. Takepart in a Culture
   The environment is intellectually stimulating with strong solidarity.
At our Training Center & Trading Floor you will:

Learn
Meet
Earn

Levent, Istanbul
The Steps

How it works:

- **Step 1:** You pass a Qualification Interview

- **Step 2:** Then you start a 1-month extensive training consisting of lectures, videos and manuals and you take an Investment Exam.

- **Step 3:** If you pass the Exam, you become a Junior Trader and start trading LIVE under the guidance of a Senior Trader - Personal Mentor.

- **Step 4:** For the next 6 months, you continue to attend daily classes. At that time, you become a Mid-Level Trader with more independence.

- **Step 5:** The best Mid-Level Traders are promoted to Senior Traders. Your trading limits and bonuses will become higher and you will also become a Mentor.

- **Step 6:** A Trader can usually start making profits in 6-9 months.

Depending on your success, the profits you make can reach $100,000, $200,000 or even $500,000 per year.

Based on existing Trader remunerations for 2020
Qualifications

We Look for

• Excellent **English** language skills

• Excellent computer literacy

• Bachelor’s degree in **Business, Mathematics/Physics, or Psychology**

• Outstanding **analytical** and **quantitative** skills

• Ability to work under pressure

• Strong and resilient personality

• Willingness to learn **market trading strategies**

• Ability to make **decisions** in a changing environment

• **Enthusiasm** to help develop new trading strategies
What We Offer

Office in the heart of business center in Levent, Istanbul

Weekly training seminars & internal video library

Training is entirely free. no fees!

Continuous Personal Mentorship

Unlimited access to expert staff & partners

Advanced Payout & bonus structure starting at 40% of profits
When hired, you will:

- Manage positions in a trading account
- Trade on the world's largest financial markets – NYSE, NASDAQ, AMEX
- Be able to develop your own trading strategies
- Be mentored and learn from experienced traders
- Make decisions in a changing environment
- Enjoy an extremely competitive bonus scheme
Join the tribe!

Become a Professional Trader

careers@acetrade.com.tr
+90 0536 027 81 73